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A method for generating charge-induced plasmonic shifts, using argon plasma to charge

nanoparticle arrays, is presented. Particles develop a negative charge, due to enhanced collisions

with high-temperature electrons, in low-temperature plasmas. The negative charge generated

causes a blue shift in the localized surface plasmon resonance. The dynamics of the shift were

recorded and discussed. This effect could be used as a real-time method for studying the dynamics

for charging in plasma. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3673327]

Plasmonics deals with optically excited, oscillations of

electrons at the interface between a metal and a dielectric,1

and this phenomenon has driven the development of many

optical devices.2–9 Surface plasmons excited in metal struc-

tures, confined at the nanoscale in three dimensions (i.e.,

nanoparticles, nanodisks, etc.), are known as localized sur-

face plasmons. At certain wavelengths, maximum coupling

from electromagnetic waves to localized surface plasmons

can be achieved and these are known as the localized surface

plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of the structure. LSPRs of

metal nanostructures depend on properties such as the

size,10,11 shape,12–14 metal material,15 surrounding dielectric

material,16–22 and the charge of the metal.23–30 Active plas-

monic devices can be realized by externally tuning the LSPR

of nanostructures. Previously, chemical/electrochemical

charging was used to actively tune the LSPR of arrays of

both silver24,25,30 and gold23,26,27,29 nanostructures; however,

this process is relatively slow. In this study, a rapid shift in

the LSPR of an array of gold nanodisks was induced by sur-

rounding the particles with a low-temperature argon plasma.

This shift can be explained by the charging effect of the

plasma.31–34 Charging by the plasma takes place in only sec-

onds, where chemical/electrochemical charging can take sev-

eral minutes24 to hours.27 This method allows real-time

monitoring of the charging effect induced by low-pressure

plasmas and could be utilized for photonics applications

based on the LSPR shift.

In the experiment, the optical extinction spectrum of an

array of gold nanodisks was measured while generating

plasma. An array of gold nanodisks (diameters of 120 nm,

thicknesses of 30 nm, and a periodicity of 300 nm) was fabri-

cated on glass via electron-beam lithography.35 A custom

vacuum chamber was designed to include two flat, parallel

windows to allow transmission of a probe light (Fig. 1(a)).

The nanodisk array was placed inside the vacuum chamber

where it was attached to one of the flat windows. The probe

light, ejected from the input optical fiber and collimated by a

lens, traveled through the vacuum chamber and the sample.

The output light was collected by the output lens/optical fiber

and delivered to an optical spectrometer. A vacuum system

was used to evacuate the chamber to a base pressure of 150

mTorr. Argon was introduced into the chamber using a mass

flow controller. The argon gas was introduced at a flow rate

of 6 SCCM and was ionized via an RF-driven, capacitively

coupled, low-pressure discharge (30 W, 13.56 MHz) across

two ring-shaped, aluminum electrodes.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup and device used in the experi-

ment. (a) Schematic of the vacuum chamber, sample position, and optical

setup. (b) Working mechanism for charging by plasma. (c) SEM image of

the gold nanoparticles.
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Argon plasma consists of a mixture of argon ions and

free electrons, both of which are characterized by their own

temperature. Electrons have a low mass and are quickly

accelerated in the high-frequency electric field; the ions,

whose mass is significantly higher, are not affected by the

quickly alternating field. Consequently, the electrons acquire

a high temperature while the ions are essentially at room

temperature. The ions and the electrons collide with the gold

nanodisks as shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). An electron

collision injects a negative charge onto the particle, whereas

an ion collision removes an electron. Since the electron tem-

perature is higher than that of the ions, electron collisions

happen more frequently, causing the particles to develop a

negative net charge. Eventually, equilibrium is reached

between the high probability of electron collisions and the

repulsion of electrons due to the negative charge developed

on the nanodisk.

Figure 2(a) displays the extinction spectrum for the sam-

ple before and after the plasma was ignited in the chamber.

A curve was fitted to the raw data to determine the peak posi-

tion. The fitted curve for each spectrum is shown as a dotted

line over the raw data in Fig. 2(a), and its peak position was

used to characterize shifts in the resonance spectrum. The

initial peak position (ki) was 661.1 nm. When the plasma

was generated, the peak position blue-shifted and settled at

655.7 nm (kf).

In order to study the dynamics and variability in the peak

position during charging, a spectrum was recorded every 0.1 s

during the experiment. A curve was fitted to each spectrum,

and its peak position was plotted vs. time (Fig. 3, test 3). Data

were collected for 10 s before igniting the plasma to record

the initial variation, and the mean (l) was 661.0835 nm with a

standard deviation (r) of 0.0734 nm. Immediately after ignit-

ing the plasma, the peak position blue-shifted. The initial shift

happens in about 2 s with some overshoot lasting 10 s. With

some optimization, the speed of this shift (�2 s) could be a

major advantage of this technique as compared with electro-

chemical charging (>3 min).24 After stabilization, the final

position was analyzed (l¼ 655.711 nm, r¼ 0.1295 nm). The

plasma was active for another 1 min, while spectra were col-

lected every 5 s (l¼ 655.735 nm, r¼ 0.0754 nm). Subse-

quently, the plasma was removed, but no immediate red-shift

was observed in the data. The peak position was monitored

for about 5 more minutes yielding l¼ 655.855 nm and

r¼ 0.1513 nm. The slight increase in the l and r was due to

mechanical vibrations altering the homogeneous broadening

of the extinction spectrum. The plasma was reignited while

spectra were again recorded every 0.1 s, but no blue-shift was

observed. This entire data set was analyzed yielding

l¼ 656.453 nm and r¼ 0.1325 nm. The low standard devia-

tion indicated that no significant change occurred throughout

the second ignition of the plasma.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Experimental extinction spectrum for gold nano-

disk array. Raw data is shown as solid lines. The fitted curve for the initial

position (dashed line) and the final position (dashed-dotted line) are shown

as dashed lines. The insert displays a closer view of the peak positions. (b)

The extinction spectrums for the initial position (solid line) and the final

position (dashed line) of the extinction spectrum simulated using DDA for

the experimental conditions.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Dynamic response of the LSPR peak shift for three

separate tests with a single nanodisk sample. The peak position of the fitted

curve was recorded every 0.1 s. The blue circle and red square indicate the

data points corresponding to the peak position of the initial and final curves

plotted in Fig. 2(a), respectively.
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The plasma was extinguished, and the chamber was

returned to atmospheric pressure. The sample was left in the

test chamber at atmospheric pressure for 1 week, after which

the LSPR red-shifted back to its initial position. The test was

repeated three times with the same sample, and a similar pat-

tern in the data was observed. In all three cases, the overall

blue-shift was about 5 nm, and the discharge process lasted

about 1 week. Essentially, the disks were charged by the ini-

tial exposure to the plasma and remained charged, as there

was no path to electrical ground to allow discharging. Even-

tually, the electrons will discharge through the glass wall of

the chamber, returning the particles to a neutral state. Tests

1, 2, and 3 all match closely (ki� 660 nm and kf� 655), with

some differences in overshoot. The differences in each data-

set are very interesting and need more exploration to fully

verify the physical mechanism; however, a faster method for

discharging the particles must be introduced.

Other phenomena, besides charging, have been shown

to induce blue shifts in the LSPR spectrum which must be

excluded as possible causes for the shift observed in this

study. Reducing the size of particles via etching can cause a

blue shift in the spectrum.11 Etching is not a reversible pro-

cess. In this study, the peak position eventually returned to

its original state, indicating that etching did not occur. The

deposition of dielectric material on the surface of the nano-

disk array will cause a red shift and its removal would cause

a blue shift.17–19 In this study, any material loosely adsorbed

to the surface of the sample would be removed during the

evacuation of the vacuum chamber, prior to data collection.

Thus, the blue shift was not a result of etching or material

removal.

The change in electron density, which is required to

cause the LSPR shift observed in this study, was predicted

by the following equation:30

Nf ¼
k2

i

k2
f

Ni; (1)

where Ni, 5.9 � 1028 electrons/m3, is the initial/uncharged

free electron density for gold, and ki (661.1 nm) and kf

(655.7 nm) are the initial and final peak positions of the

extinction spectrum, respectively. The value of Nf for these

conditions is 5.9976 � 1028 electrons/m3, yielding a percent

change in charge density of 1.654%. Assuming the change in

charge density calculated by Eq. (1), the disk geometry was

simulated using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) to

predict the extinction spectrum.26 Dielectric data for gold

was predicted as in our previous work26 and the surrounding

dielectric was approximated as the root mean square of that

of vacuum and glass. The results of this simulation are

shown in Fig. 2(b), where the solid curve is the initial spec-

trum and the dotted curve is the final spectrum. The simu-

lated curves were sharper and have peak positions at a

slightly shorter wavelength. The peak shift in the simulations

was 5 nm corresponding with the shift of 5.4 nm observed in

the experiments. Despite the good results of this analysis,

Eq. (1) is only valid for spherical particles with a radius

much smaller than the wavelength; whereas, the particles

used in this experiment are relatively large and disk-shaped.

Also, others have observed that the increase in electron den-

sity calculated by Eq. (1) can be greatly exaggerated,28 but

the reason for this increase is currently unknown.

In conclusion, a method for shifting the LSPR of gold

nanodisks was demonstrated. The nanodisks were charged

by electron collisions in argon plasma. The nanodisks

quickly charge in the plasma and remain charged for up to

one week. Monitoring the LSPR allows a real-time method

for analyzing the charging effect induced by plasma. The

process was repeatable and its dynamics were faster than

other charge-based shifting methods. Optimization of the

charging and discharging of the nanodisks could allow the

rapid switching response to be utilized as an optical device.
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